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Some faults in storage elements (SEs) do not manifest as stuck-at- 
0/1 faults. These include data-feedthrough faults that cause the SE 
cell to exhibit combinational behaviour. The authors investigate 
the implications of such faults on the behaviour of circuits using 
unclocked SEs. It is shown that effects of data-feedthrough faults 
at the behavioural level are different from those due to stuck-at 
faults, and therefore tests generated for the latter may be 
inadequate. 

Introduction: A significant proportion of physical failures in 
CMOS storage elements (SEs) do not manifest as stuck-at-011 
faults. These include data-feedthrough faults and logic retention 
faults. The enhanced fault model proposed in [l] includes all the 
logical testable faults that do not manifest as stuck-at-Oil as well 
as stuck-at faults and faults that manifest as delay faults. Table 1 
shows the faulty behaviour of two unclocked SEs commonly used 
in asynchronous design, the NAND-pair latch and the C-element 
[ 2 ] .  The enhanced fault model proposed for such SEs shows high 
explicit fault coverage compared with the stuck-at model. Here the 
term data-feedthrough faults refers to the faults that cause the SE 
to exhibit a combinational behaviour that can be described as a 
combinational function of the input data. The C-element latch 
exhibits conditional non-retention of logic 1/0 (CNR-1/0) behav- 
iours, under which the SE fails to retain the logic level under a 
specific input vector. Indeterminate behaviours are modelled as 
parametric and can only he detected by observing the supply cur- 
rent (IDDn). In this Letter, implications of data-feedthrough faults 
in circuits using unclocked SEs are considered. The effect of such 
faults is shown to be different from that due to stuck-at faults. 

Table 1: Faulty behaviour of two unclocked SEs 

behaviou 

Implications of data-feedthrough faults: In this Section we show 
that low level physical failures that cannot be modelled as stuck-at 
faults can be functionally characterised at a higher level. Therefore 
accurate functional fault models for complex logic blocks can be 
derived considering the low level fault model of the primitives 
such as the elementary SEs without losing information about the 
structure of the circuit. This can reduce test generation efforts by 
allowing a low level failure to be tested functionally without the 
need to consider test generation at low level. 

Fig. 1 Gray code up-down counter 

( i )  Example 1: Consider the asynchronous Gray code counter 
shown in Fig. 1 using two NAND-pair latches L,  and Lo. F = l(0) 
causes the counter to count up(down). Fig. 2 shows the state dia- 
grams of the fault-free circuit as well as faulty circuits in the pres- 
ence of data-feedthrough and stuck-at-Oil. Fig. 2 indicates that the 
faulty behaviour for stuck-at faults is different from that in the 
ves..mce of data-feedthrough faults. 

Fig. 2 Comparison of behaviour for stuck-at faults and data- 
feedthrough faults 

a State diagram of fault-free circuit 
b L1 data-feedthrough (Z1 = JT) 
c LO data-feedthrough (20 = 
d L1 stuck-at-1 
e LO stuck-at-I 
f L 1  stuck-at-0 
g LO stuck-at-0 

For asynchronous circuits with n latches, 2" states are possible. 
When one of the latches becomes combinational, the maximum 
number of states may decrease to 2"-I. This is not always true as 
shown in example 1. However, feedback in the circuit may be such 
that latching is still possible and it is possible to have more than 
2-l states. 
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Fig. 3 Handshaking circuit using C-element 

Rout+ 

Fig. 4 State graph of handshaking circuit 

( i i )  Example 2: Another example is the handshaking circuit imple- 
mented by the C-elements shown in Fig. 3. This circuit is semi- 
modular which is the necessary and sufficient condition for an 
asynchronous circuit to be hazard-free. Such a circuit ensures that 
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every closed path in its state graph includes all possible transitions 
of all state variables as shown in Fig. 4. This circuit is self-diag- 
nostic, i.e. any stuck-at fault within the circuit will halt the opera- 
tion, and the detection of such faults can be guaranteed [ 3 ] .  For 
example, a stuck-at-I fault at the line R,,, of the handshaking cir- 
cuit of Fig. 3 will make it impossible for transition R,,; to occur. 
Hence the circuit will eventually get stuck at a unique state of 
(01 I I )  independent of the inputs and initial states (see Fig. 5). This 
implies that there is no need to generate any tests for detecting a 
stuck-at fault in this circuit. Consider the data-feedthrough fault 
that occurs when the two inputs of C2 in Fig. 3 are shorted. 
Because of this fault, C-element C2 is reduced to an AND gate. 
The effect of this fault can he seen from the faulty state graph in 
Fig. 6. The data-feedthrough fault destroys the proper sequence of 
transitions of circuit states. For example, transition A,,, should 
happen only after transitions R,,",' and Rr; in the fault-free circuit. 
But because of the fault, A,,; can happen before R,,,,' or R,;. For 
this reason two new states are possible and several new transitions 
are created. Unlike the stuck-at fault, this fault is not self-diagnos- 
tic because the new state graph is no longer semi-modular and the 
circuit can have such an operating cycle as [A,,,', R,,~, A,,,, . R,*]. 
Therefore, specific effort is needed to generate a proper test 
sequence to detect it. Moreover, this data-feedthrough fault may 
mask the detection of some other stuck-at faults such as R,,,, 
stuck-at-one fault. 
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Fig. 5 Effect of stuck-at fault on state graph o/ handshaking circuit 

Fig. 6 Effecf of data-feedthrough fault on state graph of handshaking 
circuit 

Conclusion: The testing of asynchronous circuits has received 
much attention. Existing testing methodologies are based on the 
stuck-at model. Analysis of the data-feedthrough behaviour indi- 
cates a need for developing techniques to predict the behaviour of 
asynchronous circuits in the presence of data-feedthrough faults 
and test generation for such faults. 
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Compared with the propagation of logic errors produced by 
stuck-at faults, the propagation of gate delay fault effects in 
sequential circuits poses some particular problems. The authors 
first describe the propagation conditions of such faults then define 
the propagation rules of these faults which are used in a new 
delay fault simulation process for synchronous sequential circuits. 

Introduction: Different techniques have been proposed in the past 
to simulate stuck-at faults in sequential circuits. However, these 
techniques cannot he directly applied when gate delay faults are 
considered. The main reason is that timing instead of logic effects 
are induced by such faults during simulation. To the authors' 
knowledge, all the methods proposed earlier to simulate gate delay 
faults are limited to gross delay faults (transition faults) [ 3 ] .  In this 
Letter, we assume that the problem of simulating gate delay faults 
in combinational circuits (or combinational blocks) is solved [ l ] ,  
and we focus on the propagation of delay fault effects through 
synchronous sequential circuits. To this end, we define rules for 
propagating delay faults irrespective of their size. These rules will 
be used in a new method for delay fault simulation in sequential 
circuits. 

Error propagation in sequentials circuits: In synchronous sequential 
circuits, the effects of a delay fault are different according to 
whether we consider the fault effect in the faulty combinational 
block or in the blocks located after a memory element (flipflop). A 
delay fault produces delayed transitions in the faulty combina- 
tional block, but the delayed transitions are either filtered or 
changed into logic errors after propagation through a memory ele- 
ment. This depends on the fault size and the delay of the fault 
propagation path with respect to the sample time provided by the 
clock signal (Fig. I). 

From the above, it appears that different fault sizes may result 
in different faulty circuit behaviours. If the fault size is explicitly 
considered by the fault model, the circuit behaviour can easily be 
predicted. However, a fault simulation process that uses such a 
fault model is not realisable, because it is not possible to divide 
fault sizes into fine-grained ranges and simulate each fault of a 
given size separately. Therefore, the fault model used for simula- 
tion cannot explicitly consider the fault size, due to the high com- 
putational complexity obtained to simulate all faults. 
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